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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the early evolutionary period of home economics 

textbooks, a deflclwioy prevailed In the number of text

books avallikble. This meager supply has grown to a period 

of abundance. Today the probl«a Is not one of a lack of 

textbooks, but one of having textbooks which are up-to-date 

in their subject matter content and which meet the needs 

of pv^lls, families and teachers. 

The Statement of the Problem 

The problem of the study was to learn the opinions 

of high school and junior hle^ school home economics teachers 

of the textbooks they are using. This was evaliiated by the 

use of a multiple checklist which asked for present feelings 

and opinions and for suggestions for improvement in the futur 

Purposes of the Study 

The following purposes were a part of this study: 

1. To determine the characteristics which home economics 

teachers feel are importsnt in effective textbooks. 

2. To determine the subject matter areas which are most 

adequately covered In textbooks. 

3. To determine the subject matter areas which the teachers 

feel need most to be expanded and isqproved. 



4. Tb secure suggestions for improvements In textbooks In 

the future. 

Scope and Limitations of the Study 

The population for this study was limited to h l ^ 

school and Junior high home economics teachers in Texas. 

This list of teachers was obtained from the Directory of 

Homemaklng Teachers in Vocational Programs which was pub

lished by the State Department of Bdocation, November, 1963* 

Approximately five hundred evaluation Instruments were 

mailed to the selected group of teachers. Teachers used 

to pretest the instrument were eliminated from the sample. 

Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of this study these terms have been 

defined as followss 

Home Economics Teachers refer to teachers employed 

in the public schools of Texas which offer vocational home 

economics. 

Textbooks refer to the textbooks which have been 

approved for use in home economics classes in the public 

schools of Texas. 

Need for the Study 

Today, "in America, the textbook is the focus of 

class attention (1:1)." It takes an important place in the 



typical school from the first grade to college. Only the 

teacher is as universally found in the classrooms as the 

textbook (2:1). The educational program today is striving 

to help pupils grow in the cmvironment in id:iich they live 

and to help them change the environment for the better in 

the process. Textbooks of the highest quailty, along with 

good teachers and teaching methods, need to be available 

in order to acoosqplish the best results in learning. 

There has been a great deal of criticism of "the 

present form and use of the textbook" but little research 

on possible Improvements or substitutes. Extensive re

search has been carried on to determine the value of tele

vision and other visual aids in education^ but there is 

almost a total absence of similar research on the textbook. 

Much of the research on the textbook has been scattered, 

inconclusive and often trivial (2J3-4) 

In 1931 the National Society for the Study of Edu

cation recognized the liqportance of the textbook and devoted 

their thirtieth yearbook to it. The book opened with the 

following statement: "The significant position of textbooks 

in the program of American education is so generally recog

nized that the Society seems to be fully justified in spon

soring a yearbook on the th«fte, 'The Textbook (3:1).'" In 

1952 the editors of Phi Delta Kappan, a journal dedicated 

to the promotion of research, service, and leadership in 

education, devoted eji entire issue to the textbook. 



The writer has found no account of research on home 

economics textbooks to determine teachers* present opinions 

of the books they are using and suggesticms for improvement. 

The only research found, which is directly related to home 

ec^fiomics textbooks, is two masters theses. 

^ e fact that such a small amount of research has 

been done on the home economies textbook, along with con

sideration of the time and money involved in writing and 

publishing textbooks further indicates the Importance and 

need for this study. 

Basic Assumptions 

This study is based on the following assumptions: 

1. Kcme Economics teachers in Texas should have opinions 

of the textbooks they are using. 

2. The teachers should have suggestions for improving text

books < 

3. It should be possible to evaluate textbooks. 

hypotheses 

The following null hypotheses were tested in this 

study: 

1. There is no significant relationship between teaching 

experience and characteristics teachers check as occur

ring most frequently in textbooks. 



2. There is no significant arelationshlp between the size 

of school in which teachers teach and characteristics 

they check as occurring most freqtiently in textbooks. 

3. There is no signifleant relationship between teaching 

experience and the critericm considered to be most 

important in effective textbooks. 

4. There is no significant z*elationship between the size 

of school in which teachers teach and the criterion 

considered to be most important in effective textbooks. 



CHAPTER II 

RETOBW OF LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Within the last 500 years textbooks have progressive* 

ly grown in educational importance by providing schools with 

a great body of concentrated and logieally arranged knowl

edge. The textbook had such forerunners as Persian clay 

tablets, Assyrian cuniform writings, Egyptian papyrus rolls 

and Roman and Greek manuscripts. 

HalX«*Quest (4t 14-15) reported that individual manu

scripts did not become common until the end of the 12th cen

tury. Evidence of these were found in medieval monasteries. 

The ancient classics were used as the subject matter for the 

manuscripts. Also available at this time were reference 

books with theological and phllosoj^cal commentaries; short 

versions of Aristotle's lectures; and grammars with defini

tions, classifications, and purely formal rules of speech. 

Aarithmetic, geometry, and astronomy books formed part of 

the liberal arts. 

Development of Textbooks 

The invention of the printing press made it possible 

for the textbooks of the Renaissance era to numerically sur

pass the medieval writings. The classics were edited by 

such men as Sturm and Melanchthon, both of Germany, who had 



a great influence on the development of secondary education, 

the topics of physics, chemistry, philosophy, history, and 

geography, all in Latin and Greek, were Included in the 

cturricula. The number of books increased due to the scope 

covered rather than by Increased writings in a particular 

subject. 

the only schoolbook of American origin in early 

colonial times was Cheeve's (1649) Accidence. The rest of 

the schoolbooks had to be imported and this was costly. An 

average colonial schoolboy possessed only the barest neces

sities in books, which were the catechism, a psalter, and 

a testament (5 s 157-89). 

In 1783 Hoah Webster wrote The American Spelling 

Book or the blue-back speller. This was one of the most im

portant books published in the United States, since it was 

the starter of the textbook Industry. It contained "words 

collected tram all departments of nature, life, and action 

(4:27)." 

Two years later Webster wrote the first American 

Reader. HalX-Quest (4:27) stated that "this reader con

tains tales of revolutionary heroes, Indian wars and also 

ancient stories. Poetry and dramatic dialogues foxm a 

considerable section of the book." 
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XeascHis for Evaluation of Textbooks 

With the development of more textbooks^ educators 

began to consider the functions and purposes of the text-

bo^. According to HalX«*Quest (4s 122), the textbook can 

be considered "as a tool by means of which knowledge is re

ceived and understanding developed.** Another function of 

the textbook is to awaken incentives or inspirations in the 

pupil. 

Another factor that strongly supports the existence 

of the textbook is the eoaniiaet unit arraagemient of educa-

ti^Eial material. With this organization, facts are not iso

lated but tied together with illustrative principles, ideas, 

and associations. The textbook is designed to aid the teacher 

in instaructing pvgpils. A well written textbook in any field 

of study should contain information that is considered to be 

of greatest Importance in that field. A textbook can pro

vide for uniform study throughout the country if it is adopted 

by a large number of school systems. Advanced learnings at 

thB iiniversity level might be possible with uniformity, be

cause the students are starting out with the same background 

from high school. Finally, a book is a source of Indirect 

experience. Direct experience cannot cover the vast terri

tories of learning (6:241-47)-

These factors help to defend the use of the textbook 

and illustrate the importance of having the best possible 

textbooks. 



As the number of textbooks on the market Increased, 

it became necessary to have s<»ie method of evaluating these 

books. According to Maxwell, (7:15*23) the most unsatis

factory aspects of the early textbook evaluation and selec

tion techniques consisted of minor elements. One element 

advanced "the prestige of an author*" to indicate the excel-

X«acy of a textbook. Another standard commcmly considered 

was the prestige of the publisher. Textbook selectors did 

not realize t̂ iat it is the financial standing of the pub

lisher that makes It possible for him to print many books, 

the salesman contributed heavily to book buying because he 

stressed the general appearance of the book with regard to 

binding, paper, and illustrations. Another pressure to buy 

is the proclamation of the number of previous sales. The 

wide use of the book is supposed to assure its good qualifi

cations. Last, is the cost of the book, this has a strong 

appeal to the school board. 

With the increasing abundance of textbooks, it be-

csme evident to educators that some method of evaluation 

for selection purposes must be developed. Uiose concerned 

with the evaluation of textbooks on an objective basis be

gan to explore and develop instruments such as score cards. 
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Methods of Evaluating Textbooks 

As early as 1903 specific elements, which would be 

usable for evaluating textbooks, were isolated. Among the 

items listed then and now on the score card were mechanical 

make-upi illustrations and teaching helps; content, appeal 

and interest; organization of facts, literary style and 

structure; vocabulary and adaptability; and point of view 

of the author. Most authors weighed the items on the score 

card and the book which received the highest number of 

points was considered to be the best (8, 9» 10, 11, 12, 13, 

14, 15, 17, 18). 

The score card represents only one procedure for 

evaluating textbooks. There is a great deal of controversy 

concerning the use of a score card. Maxwell (l6il49) pre

sented arguments for the use of a score card. He claimed 

that the authors of these score cards set up definite cri

teria for analysis to present a "convenient means of check

ing different elements that must be considered in a text

book." In arguing against the score card Cronbach (2:l4) 

feels that "taking the score card at face value involved 

faulty assiimptions: for example, that one textbook was 

better than the others, no matter what the school or the 

teaching methods into which the others would fit." A criti

cism by Maxwell (l6tl51) is that "they have been formulated 

by publishers to insure the selection of their own products. 
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One danger in using a score card for textbook evaluation is 

that it is possible that a particular book miĵ t̂ be •ntirely 

lacking in some essential feature and yet be so superior on 

other points so that it receives the highest tot41 score (17). 

Another criterion for evaluating textbooks is con-

sidering the degree of reading cos^rehension or readability. 

Seme score cards have readabiUty as a criterion, but many 

do not (15, 20). Tartanian (19 J125) illustrated the Impor

tance of readability by pointing out that **reading is a 

one-way conversation** and **the textbook which fails to eom-

amnicate its thoughts to the students is a poor conversation

alist." A number of 3readability formulas are available. 

Dale and ChalX (21)20) e^lained that If the readability 

formulas are used, the user must also consider the reader's 

purpose in reading the material and his interest and back

ground in the particular subject matter covered. 

A third procedure for evaluating textbooks is the 

use of the levels of learning as a criterion for evaluation, 

this method was developed by a graduate student and is not 

widely used, the criterion is based on the idea that there 

is a gradual upward progression from simpler forms of learn

ing to more complex forms. Bjy this method textbooks are 

analyzed to see if they provide for all levels of learning. 

Sealer (22) used this method of evaluation on two home 

economics textbooks and found that one book provided for all 

levels of leamixig and the other provided for only the first 
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three levels. 

An understanding of the development of ^ e text

book and methods of evaluating it helps to illustrate the 

ijqportance of the textbook to our public schools. Little 

research has been done to determine the criterion which is 

most imcportant in evaluating textbooks but most educators 

agree that evaluatirai of some kind must be done. 

Research on Textbooks 

Many different score cards and readabill^ formulas 

have been deveXe^d, but rery little actual research on dif

ferent features of textbooks have been conducted. Laurence 

(1̂ 3) c<mducted a study on biology textboolu to detexmine 

the use biology teachers in Connecticut made of the teaching 

aids provided in the textbooks, the survey indieated the 

feXXowing percsmitages of use: vocabulary or glossary—77^; 

review questions—63^; outlines or summazi.es—52^i tests— 

48^; guide questions—47!|t; dononstratlons—45^; lists of 

principles—44^; esq^eriments—37^; reports—36^> references— 

30^; projects—29Si^; problems—23^; visual-aids sources—115^; 

and field trips—3^. It would appear that unless some text

book teaching aids are made more up-to-date and made to 

spply more to the actual teaching situations they might be 

excluded from use. Similar results might be found on home 

econamlCB textbooks if the research were conducted. 

http://summazi.es�
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Gorman (24) found the following deficiencies in 

social science textbocdcst the textbooks are too large; 

vividness is Xackingi conclusions are lightly drawn; and 

meaningless pictures appear in textbooks. Gorman feels 

that th»»e deficiencies are frequently found in texts «s-

ployed in other teaching fields. 

Many people feel that iXXustrations are very impor

tant in textbo<^k6, but Temon (25) tested the value of pic

torial illustrations in resMNsbering verbal material with 

twelfth-grade students. He found that the versions illus

trated by pictures were not remembered significantly better 

than those without pictures or those with graphs. The writer 

feels that outdated pictorial illustrations, which are often 

found in hi»ie economies textbooks, cause the students to re

ject the information given in the book. Students remember 

the outdated illustrations rather than the verbal infozma-

tion. 

Gill (26) conducted a study to determine how high 

school students interpret indefinite quantitative concepts 

in U^ted States history. Quantitative terms such as many, 

few, several, and millions were selected from the textbooks 

and students were asked to translate them into a definite 

quantity. The wide range of responses indicates that they 

conmunicate nebulous and erroneous Information to a large 

percentage of students. This problem can be found in other 

subject matter areas also. The writer feels that the 
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quality of teaching would have a great effect on the stu

dent's translation of such words. 

Nelson (27) felt that junior high school students 

ejqperlenced difficulty in reading and understanding printed 

materials. She analyzed 9 junior high home economics text

books to determine the extent to which junior high girls 

were familiar with the meaning of the words. She tabulated 

the use of these words and then developed multiple-choice 

tests to measure students* knowledge of the meaning of these 

technical terms. Nelson concluded that textbooks should be 

written specifically for seventh grade. The number of tech

nical words used for this group must be reduced, or the 

words need to be defined more carefully. 

The correct use of textbook material Is a matter of 

considerable Importance in education. Home economics may 

be ahead of some other subject matter areas as they use the 

multiple-text approach rather than the single-text approach 

in many instances. However there is some disagreement con

cerning the value of the multiple-text approach. Davis (28) 

found no significant difference between these two approaches 

in terms of subject-matter acquisition in the social studies. 

He did find that the multiple-text approach did result in 

better work-study skills and imderstandings. Davis also 

found that students using a variety of basal readers amd 

supplementary books developed better reading skills than 

those using a single reader. 
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AdiPtien of Textbooks 

The writer feeXs that an understanding of the methods 

of adoption of ttwa tntbooks and of t^ns textbo^ XegieXa* 

tion le iai^rtant to the sttt̂ T* ^ iBxS FhlXadelphla was 

the first to iaeue trw teztbooka. Buarimg the next fifty 

to six^ years some o^ier eities adopted this poXiey and in 

X884 the first state-vide trMm textbook law for aXX pubUe 

sdiooX i^hiXdren was adopted in Massachusetts, ^y X953 aXX 

of ^le states eacoept c»ie had XegieXation that provided for 

fr%($ textboc^ (XX). 

free textbooks in Tisxas were first authorised by 

the peppXe througli a eonstitutionaX amendment in X9XB. Since 

then the lorstem has changed from the adoption of a single 

book for eaeh subject to the adoption of a Xiet of 5 books 

for Mich subject. The Gilmer-Aiken Act in X949 aede the 

adoption of textbooks a partnership between State and XocaX 

school officiaXs, lay citizens and professional educators. 

About one«sixth of the total nmaber of textbooks to be used 

in Tiexas schools is selected each year. In Nay each year, 

the State Board of Education eaXXs for sealed bids from p\ib-

lishers on books in the grades and subjects for which eon-

tracts are to be awarded. To process the books offered for 

adoption, the State Board of Education appoints a 15 member 

ccemittee of educators. At least 8 members of this com

mittee must be classroom teachers who teach the subjects 

for which books are being offered. This committee selects 
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5 textbooks for each subject. Local textbook committees 

made up of 5 to 15 members of the local school board are 

responsible for the final selection of textbooks to be used 

in the loeal school system (29). 

Adopti<m of toae Economics Textbooks 

The selection of home economics textbooks is a little 

different because of the many subject matter areas in heme 

econondcs. A more extensive list is available and it is 

possible and aXso recommended tiiat the local school approve 

the entire list. If a book was not approved at adoption 

time, the school will not be able to get copies of that par

ticular textbook later. Thus the homemaklng teacher may 

find herself with a limited number of textbooks and limited 

subject matter coverage in textbook fom. At the present 

time 19 textbooks (Appendix A) are <m the approved list for 

homemaklng (30). The nimber of free copies of the different 

textbooks which a school can receive from the approved list 

is determined by the aorollment in homemaklng classes. Each 

school receives 220^ of the enrollment. 

the literature reviewed indicates that textbooks 

are an important part of our educational systoa. As Cron-

back stated **the center of the present day educational scene 

in America is the textbook. It takes a dominant place in 

the typical school from the first grade to the college (2:3).' 

For this reason specific ways to improve textbooks and other 
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printed materials used for instruetional purposes need to 

be devmXoped. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES FOR THE STUDY 

Procedure Used in Selecting Sample 

Home economics teachers listed in the 1965-66 

Directory of Homqnaking Teachers in Vocational Programs com

piled by the Texas State Department of Vocational Education, 

Division of Vocational Education, Homemaklng Education made 

up the universe from \^ich the sample was taken (32). 

The list of teachers was divided into five subgroups. 

The divisions used for these subgroups were those used by the 

school systems to divide them for athletic and interscholastic 

league purposes. This method separates the schools into Class 

B, A, AA, AAA, and AAAA. The number of students enrolled de

termines the classification of the school. Table 1 shows the 

number of students in the different sizes of schools. 

Class 

TABLE 1 

CLASSIFICATION OP SCHOOLS 

Number of Students 

B 

A 

AA 

AAA 

AAAA 

114 or less 

115 to 214 

215 to 4l4 

415 to 974 

975 and up 

18 
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After dividing the teachers into subgroups, percent

ages were figured to find what percent of the total number 

of teachers were teaching in the different sizes of public 

secondary schools. The following percentages were found: 

23 percent taught in Class B schools, 15 percent In Class A 

schools, 20 percent in Class AA schools, 20 percent in Class 

AAA schools, and 22 percent in Class AAAA schools. These 

percentages were used to decide how many subjects would come 

from each of the five subgroups. 

Table 2 shows the percent of the total sample and 

number of Instruments sent out in each subgroup. 

NUMBER 

School Size 

Class B 

Class A 

Class AA 

Class AAA 

Class AAAA 

Total 

AND 

TABLE 2 

PERCENTAGE OF INSTRUMENTS 

Number Mailed 

115 

75 

100 

100 

110 

500 

MAILED 

Percentage of Total 
Sample 

23 

15 

20 

20 

22 

100 

Of the five hundred Instruments mailed out, 115 went 

to teachers in Class B schools, 75 to Class A teachers, 100 

to Class AA teachers, 100 to Class AAA teachers, and 110 to 

Class AAAA teachers. Subjects were selected by taking every 
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fourth name on the list which was arranged alphabetically by 

counties, until the number for that subgroup had been picked. 

This method was used on each of the five subgroups. 

The Instrument 

The data for the study were collected by the use of 

an instrument developed by the writer (Appendix C), The 

Instrument was designed to collect information of the follow-

ing six types: (1) personal, (2) education and teaching ex

perience, (3) school information, (4) characteristics of 

textbooks and their importance, (5) evaluation of textbooks, 

and (6) specifics about textbooks. 

Part I and II of the Instrument called for biograph

ical information. The respondents were asked to give their 

name, school address, and home address. An indication of the 

age group in which they fell was requested. Other biograph

ical information called for included highest level of educa

tion and number of years of teaching experience. The grade 

or level taught and area or areas taught was part of the in

formation sought on the instrument. 

Part III of the instrument called for information 

about the school in which the respondent taught. This in

cluded size of school and population of the town in which 

the school was located. The respondents were asked to specify 

the nxusber of teachers in the homemaklng department, number 

of students in their classes and number of students in the 
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entire homemaklng department. 

Part IV of the instrument is a multiple checklist 

designed to find (1) the extent to which the textbooks the 

respondents are using have the characteristics included in 

the instrument and (2) the Importance the respondents feel 

these characteristics have In relation to effective text

books. The textbooks were first rated as to how often the 

characteristic occurs by the following checklist: in most 

cases, 4; sometimes, 3l seldom, 2; and uncertain, 1. The 

textbooks were then rated as to how important the charac

teristic is by the following checklist: of much importance, 

4; of some importance, 3* of little importance, 2; and of 

no importance, 1. 

An evaluation of textbooks by subject matter areas 

is sought in Part V of the Instrument. First the respondents 

are asked to rank the seven areas according to the areas of 

subject matter in which textbooks provide most adequate help 

in planning and carrying out their program. The rating scale 

is one through seven with seven indicating most adequate help 

and one least adequate help. 

Next the respondents are asked to raink the seven areas 

according to the areas of subject matter in which they feel 

textbooks need most to be expanded and improved. On the 

rating scale of one through seven, seven indicated least im

provement needed and one most improvement needed. 
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Part VI of the Instrument was designed to obtain some 

specific information and opinions from the respondents. Ques

tions about specific Issues involving textbooks were asked 

and room was allowed for comments. Space was allowed at the 

end of the Instrument for other comments and suggestions. 

The evaluation Instrument was developed by the writer 

after a thorough study of literature pertinent to the im

portance, selection, and evaluation of textbooks. The Instru

ment was pretested by a group of homemaklng teachers enrolled 

in summer school at Texas Technological College during the 

summer of I966. The Instrument was then revised. 

Collection of Data 

The evaluation instrument, a letter explaining the 

study, and a stamped, self-addressed envelope was mailed to 

the home economics teachers selected to participate in the 

study. Copies of the letter and the Instrument are included 

as Appendices B and C. A total of five hundred instruments 

were mailed. 

The evaluation instruments were mailed September 1, 

1966, and four months were allowed for returns. As the in

struments were returned, 222 were used in the study. In 

checking the instruments it was found that some questions 

were not answered and Part V, evaluation of textbooks, was 

not answered correctly. It was decided to code these as non-

responses and to use the Information on the instrument. Eleven 
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Instruments were discarded because they were too Incomplete 

to use. 

The Instruments were numbered from 1 to 222 consecu

tively. The Information on the instrument was then coded 

and transferred to IBM cards. 

Treatment of Data 

The Numberic Card Summary adapted by Robert Tomllnson 

troBi the Iowa Program was used with the 7040-l401 IBM computer 

system. This program yields frequencies and percentages. It 

also has a column which records blanks or non-responses. 

The Burdsal program for Pearson's product moment cor

relation for the 7040-l401 IBM computer was also used. This 

program yielded Inter-correlatlon matrix, means, stsmdard 

deviations, and standard errors. The correlation matrix was 

used to determine the relationship between selected factors 

on the Instrument. A table of significance of r which re

vealed an r of .l8l or more was required for the .01 level 

of significance (33:201). Mean ranks were also figured on 

parts of the data. 



CHAPTER IV 

AHALTSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

A total of five hundred instruments were mailed to 

high school and junior high hcmie economics teachers in Texas. 

Two hundred thirty-three of the five hundred were completed 

and returned. This gave a return percentage of forty-three. 

Eleven Instruments were too Incomplete to use in the study 

so the results are based on two hundred twenty-two replies. 

Frequencies and percentages were calculated to gain 

a description of the sample. The data were further analyzed 

to determine the significance of relationship between bio

graphical data such as teaching experience and size of school 

in which respondents taught and ratings they gave the text

books. The relationships are shown in Tables 9, 10, 11, and 

12, Means were figured for Part IV, characteristics of text

books and their Importance, and for Part V, evaluation of 

textbooks. The characteristics in PartIV and subject matter 

areas in Part V were then given ranks. 

Analysis of the Sample 

Approximately twenty-five percent of the home eco

nomics teachers in Texas received an evaluation instrument. 

Forty-three percent of these teachers completed emd returned 

the instrument. Approximately twelve percent of the voca

tional home economics teachers in Texas participated in the 

24 
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study. Table 3 shows the number and percentage of responses 

from each of the five subgroups. 

TABLE 3 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF INSTRUMENTS 
RETURNED AND USED 

School Size N\imber Returned Percentage* 

Class B 38 17 

Class A 34 15 

Class AA 48 22 

Class AAA 4l 19 

Class AAAA _6l ^ ^ 

Total 222 100 

*Rounded to nearest whole percent 

The largest percentage of returns came from teachers in Class 

AAAA schools. This group received the second largest portion 

of the Instruments (Table 2, page 19). The smallest percent

age of returns came from teachers in Class A schools. This 

group received the smallest percentage of the Instruments. 

Class B teachers made up the largest possible portion of the 

sample, but only seventeen percent of these teachers returned 

the instrument. The size of school in which respondents 

taught will be used for further analysis of the data. 

Table 4 gives the number and percentage of respondents 

in each of the age groups: 
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TABLE 4 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS IN EACH AGE GROUP 

Age Group Number Percentage* 

Under 22 years 2 1 

22-30 years 66 30 

31-40 years 48 22 

41-50 years 65 29 

51-64 years 4l 18 

65 years or over 0 0 

Total 222 100 

•Rounded to nearest whole percent 

Fifty-three percent of the responses came from persons 

forty years of age and younger. Forty-seven percent came from 

persons forty-one years of age and older. This indicates an 

Interest in the study on the part of all age groups. No re

sponses were received from persons sixty-five years of age 

or over. 

The educational level of the respondents is given in 

Table 5: 
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TABLE 5 

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF RESPONDENTS^ NUMBER, 
AND PERCENTAGE 

70 

86 

37 

29 

0 

222 

31 

39 

17 

13 

0 

100 

Educational Level Number Percentage* 

Bachelor's Degree 

Some Graduate Work 

Master's Degree 

Some Work Over Master's 

Doctor's Degree 

Total 

•Rounded to nearest whole percent 

Thirty percent of the respondents have their Master's 

degree and thirteen percent of these have some work beyond 

their Master's degree. Thirty-nine percent of the respond

ents Indicated that they have some work beyond their Bachelor's 

degree. This could indicate an interest in higher education 

on the part of this particular sample of home economics 

teachers. No replies were received from persons with Doctor's 

degrees• 

Table 6 shows the number and percentage of respond

ents in each of the different teaching experience groups: 
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TABLE 7 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OP RESPONDENTS IN 
GRADE LEVELS 

1 

21 

58 

137 

5 

0 

222 

1 

10 

26 

61 

2 

0 

100 

Grade Level Number Percentage* 

Jr. High Grades 7-8 

Jr. High Grades 7-9 

High School Grades 10-12 

High School Grades 9-12 

Both High School and Jr. High 

Adult Classes 

Total 
I. !•• mill WT -Ml -ffir --• in—[•-—I'-ir-nn—i—rr —i ^ „ _ ^ _ _ — - _ , _ _ _ — _ _ — _ — , 

•Rounded to nearest whole percent 

Eighty-seven percent of the respondents reported 

teaching in the high school grades from nine to twelve. 

Eleven percent reported teaching in the junior high grades 

seven to nine. This overlap of grade nine is due to the 

way different schools divide junior high and high school. 

Only two percent reported that they taught in both high 

school and jimlor high. There were no responses reported 

for adult classes because the first einswer checked on the 

instrument was used in the study. Several persons reported 

teaching adult classes, but none taught only adult classes. 

Table 8 shows the number and percentage of respond

ents teaching the different subject matter areas: 
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TABLE 8 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS TEACHING 
DIFFERENT SUBJECT MATTER AREAS 

Areas Number Percentage* 

92 

3 

3 

2 

0 

0 

0 

General-All Areas 

Clothing and Textiles 

Food and Nutrition 

Family Relations and 
Child Development 

Health 

Home Management 

Housing 

Total 

206 

6 

6 

4 

0 

0 

0 

222 100 

•Rounded to nearest whole percent 

Ninety-two percent of the respondents indicated that 

they taught all areas in homemaklng classes. A number of the 

respondents checked several areas and this was coded as gen

eral-all areas when it was transferred to tab\ilation sheets. 

The respondents teaching all areas are the ones needed in 

the study since they are asked to evaluate textbooks in all 

areas, but all responses were used. 

Three percent of the respondents reported teaching 

only clothing and textiles £u:id three percent reported teach

ing only foods and nutrition. Two percent of the respondents 

reported teaching family relations and child development. 
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No respondents reported teaching only health, home manage

ment or housing. 

Analysis of Hypotheses 

The Instrument used in this study was designed to 

reveal the relationship between the independent variables 

of teaching experience and size of school and dependent vari

ables of characteristics which occur in textbooks and the 

l^ortance of these characteristics in effective textbooks. 

Hypothesis 1 

There is no significant relationship between teach

ing experience and characteristics teachers check as oc

curring most frequently in textbooks. 

Items 11 throxigh 38 of Part IV, Section 1, of the 

Instrument (Appendix C) were used in testing Hypothesis 1. 

Table 9, on page 32 shows that correlations do not reach the 

.01 level of significance except on one factor. Therefore 

the null hypothesis is not rejected. 

Hypothesis 2 

There is no significant relationship between the 

size of school in which teachers teach and characteristics 

they check as occurring most frequently in textbooks. 
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TABLE 9 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS 
TEACHERS CHECKED AS OCCURRING MOST FREQUENTLY 

Characteristics occurring: 

1. clear and accurate 
illustrations 

2. illustrations which help to 
motivate learning 

3. illustrations which serve 
as teaching aids 

4. illustrations which are planned 
so that they will not beccn&e 
outdated quickly 

r 

.119 

.86 

.091 

.111 

Level of 
Significance 

n.s. 

.01 

n.s. 

n.s. 

5. unrealistic Illustrations in 
terms of the average student .03I n.s. 

6. too many pictures .054 n.s. 

7. pictures of situations )rtiich 
are too perfect and beyond 
the reach of the students .040 n.s. 

8. material which is organized 
from less difficult to more 
difficult .157 n.s. 

9. useful suggested activities 
at end of chapter .107 n.s. 

10. useful appendix material .034 n.s. 
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TABLE 9-continued 

Characteristics occuBring: r Level of 
Significance 

11. material which is easy to 
understand .075 n.s. 

12. material which provides for 
progression through all 
levels of learning .156 n.s. 

13. information which is 
reliable .175 n.s. 

14. information which is recent 
and up-to-date .153 n.s. 

15. material which stimulates 
further Interest and study 
in subject and related fields .039 n.s. 

16. essential topics necessary for 
the homemaklng program in this 
school .131 n.s. 

17. material which can be adapted 
for use in rural areas .023 n.s. 

18• material which can be adapted 
for use in urban areas .113 n.s. 

19. material which is adaptable 
to a range of student 
abilities .050 n.s. 

20. material which is adaptable 
to the Interest and needs of 
the pupils .103 n.s. 
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TABLE 9-continued 

Characteristics occurring: r Level of 
Significance 

21. material which provides for 
reinforcement of learned 
knowledge . 037 n.s. 

22. organized material which Is 
adaptable to individual 
teacher differences .031 n.s. 

23. organized material which is 
adaptable to Individual pupil 
differences .004 n.s. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

material organized in a 
unified and logical way 

technical words which are 
defined 

technical words which are 
accurately used 

a vocabulary which is suitable 
for the subject and level 

.030 

.053 

.094 

.092 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

28. directions which are clear 
and easy to follow in cases 
where directions are given .098 n.s. 
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The same characteristics were used to test this 

hypothesis. Table 10, page 36, shows that correlations 

reached the .01 level of significance on only two factors. 

The raXationship is not hlj^ enough to reject the null 

hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 3 

There is no significant relationship between teach

ing experience and the criterion considered to be most im

portant in effective textbooks. 

The same characteristics were used to test hypothe

sis three, but this time the characteristics were rated on 

their importance for textbooks which are considered effec

tive. Table 11, page 39 shows that none of the correla

tions reached the .01 level of significance. Therefore the 

null hypothesis Is not rejected. 

Hypothesis 4 

There is no significant relationship between the 

size of school in idilch teachers teach and the criterion 

considered to be most ii^ortant in effective textbooks. 

Again the same characteristics in Part IV, Section 

11, were used to test the hypothesis. Table 12, page 42, 

shows that only three of the correlations reached the .01 

level of significance. The relationship is not high enough 

to reject the null hypothesis. 
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7. pletaraa of situations whieh are 
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TABLE 10-continued 

Characteristics occurring: r Level of 
Significance 

11. material idilch is easy to 
understiuid -. 026 

20. material which is adaptable to 
the Interest amd needs of the 
pupils .024 

n.s. 

12. material which provides for 
progression through all levels 
of learning -.104 n.s. 

13. information which is reliable -.I67 n.s. 

l 4 . Infonaatlon n^ich i s recent 
and up-to-date .003 n.s. 

15* material which stimulates 
further interest and study 
in subject and related fields -.063 n.s. 

16. essential topics necessary for 
the homemaklng program in this 
school -.052 n.s. 

17. material which can be adapted 
for use in rural areas -.119 n,s. 

18. material which can be adapted 
for use in urban areas -,068 n.s. 

19. material which is adaptable to 
a range of student abilities -.100 n,s. 

n.s. 
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TABLE 10-contlnued 

Characteristics occurring: r Level of 
Significance 

21. material which provides for 
relnforc«aent of learned 
knowledge -.051 n.s. 

22. organized material which Is 
adaptable to individual teacher 
differences •000 n.s. 

23* organized material which is 
adaptable to individual pupil 
dlfferenc e s -.O67 n.s. 

24. material organized in a unified 
and logical way -.057 n.s. 

25. technical words which are 
defined -.197 .01 

26. technical words which are 
accurately used -.195 .01 

27, a vocabulary which is suitable 
for the subject and level -.102 n.s. 

28. directions which are clear and 
easy to follow in cases where 
directions are given -.105 n.s. 
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TABLE 11 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND CRITERION 
CONSIDERED MOST IMPORTANT IN TEXTBOOKS 

Importance of Characteristics 

1. clear and accurate illustrations 

2. illustrations which help to 
motivate learning 

3. illustrations which serve 
as teaching aids 

r 

.113 

-.053 

.011 

Level of 
Significance 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

4. illustrations which are planned 
so that they will not become 
outdated quickly -.042 n.s. 

5. unrealistic illustrations in 
tems of the average student 0. 35 n.s. 

6. too many pictures -.040 n.s. 

7. pictures of situations which 
are too perfect and beyond the 
reach of the students .055 n.s. 

8. material which Is organized from 
less difficult to more difficult .008 n.s. 

9, useful suggested activities 
at end of chapters .Olo n,s. 

10. useful appendix material .037 n.s. 
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TABLE 11-continued 

In^ortance of Characteristics! r Level of 
Significance 

11. material which is easy to 
understand -.009 n.s. 

12. material which provides for 
progression through all levels 
of learning .030 n.s. 

13. 

14. 

Information which is reliable 

information which is recent 
and up-to-date 

-.008 

.071 

n.s. 

n. s. 

15. material which stimulates 
further Interest and study 
in subject and related fields -.008 n.s. 

16. essential topics necessary for 
the homemaklng program in this 
school .026 n.s. 

17. material ^mich can be adapted 
for use in rural areas .044 n.s. 

18. material which can be adapted 
for use in urban areas .033 n.s. 

19. material which is adaptable to 
a range of student abilities -.056 n.s. 

20. material which is adaptable to 
the interest and needs of the 
pupils -.058 n.s. 
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TABLE 12 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SIZE OP SCHOOL IN WHICH TEACHERS 
TEACH AND CRITERION CONSIDERED 
MOST IMPORTANT IN TEXTBOOKS 

laq^ortance of Characteristics: r Level of 
Significance 

* " " • . — » — — — — ' ' — — — — ^ — ^ — — . — — ^ ^ . ^ — - . . . 

1. clear and accurate Illustrations .055 n.s. 

2. illustrations which help to 
motivate learning .0X4 n.s. 

3* illustrations which serve 
as teaching aids .056 n.s. 

I I III I I — ^ w i I • mm I I I i i i > I I . I l l I I II I II II II — — I 

4. Illustrations which are 
planned so that they will not 
become outdated quickly .186 .01 

5, unrealistic illustrations in 
terms of the average student .082 n.s. 

6. too many pictures .087 n.s. 

7. pictures of situations which 
are too perfect and beyond 
the reach of the students .04l n.s. 

8. material which Is organized 
from less difficult to more 
difficult .034 n.s. 

9. useful suggested activities 
at end of chapters -.098 n.s. 

10. useful appendix material .003 n.s. 
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TABLE 12-continued 

Importance of Characteristics t r Level of 
Significance 

11. material which is easy to 
understand .078 n.s. 

12. material idilch provides for 
progression throu^ all levels 
of learning -.197 -01 

13, information which i s reliable .116 n.s. 

l 4 . Infoxroation 'jhich i s recent 
and up-to-date .048 n.s 

15, material which stimulates 
further Interest and study 
in subject and related fields -.008 n.s. 

16. essential topics necessary for 
the homemaklng progrem in this 
school .026 n.s. 

17. material which can be adapted 
for use in rural areas -.281 ,01 

18. material which can be adapted 
for use in urban areas .070 n.s. 

19. material which is adaptable to 
a range of student abilities -.Obb n.s. 

20. material which is adaptable to 
the Interest and needs of the 
pupils .059 n.s. 
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TABLE 12-contlnued 

IiBportance of Characteristics) r Level of 
Significance 

21. material which provides for 
reinforcement of learned 
knowledge -.055 n.s. 

22. organized material urihich i s 
adaptable to individual teacher 
differences -.033 n.s. 

23* organized material which is 
adaptable to individual pupil 
differences -.04l n.s. 

24. material organized in a unified 
and logical way .072 n.s. 

25. technical words which are 
defined -Oil n.s. 

26. technical words which are 
accurately used -.049 n.s. 

27. a vocabulary which is suitable 
for the subject and level -.003 n.s. 

28. directions which are clear and 
easy to follow in cases where 
directions are given .041 n.s. 
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In testing the four hypothesis a few of the correla

tions reached the .01 level of significance. In all four 

hypothesis only six correlations were significant. The 

relationship is so low that none of the null hypothesis 

can be rejected. 

Further Analysis of the Study 

Table 13« page 46, shows the mean and rank of each 

of the characteristics occurring in the textbooks. It also 

shows the number of teachers who checked either most, some

times, seldom, or \mcertain. 

Table l4, page 51^ shows the number of people who 

checked the degree of Isqportance of these characteristics 

in effective textbooks. It also shows the mean and rank 

assigned to each of the characteristics. 

Table 15, page 55, shows the combined means and rank 

of each of the characteristics by occurrence and by Importance 

in textbooks. In Tables 13, l4, and 15 characteristics 

appear in the same order as they did on the evaluation 

Instrument. 

Characteristics one through seven. Table 15« deal 

with pictures and illustrations in textbooks. The char

acteristics of unrealistic illustrations, too many pictures, 

and pictures of situations which are too perfect receive the 

same rank on both occurrence and importance. All three of 

these characteristics were ranked as not occurring very often 

file:///mcertain
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TABLE 13 

NUMBER CHOOSING RATINGS*, MEAN AND RANK OF CHARACTERISTICS 
OCCURRING IN TEXTBOOKS 

' i\\ \ mHmmmmmmmmtmmmmMmmmmitm I I I I • I I III w i w w i — w i l II • ! — i l l w < M i I M i w — — . — — - ^ p I I I I I I 

Characteristics Number Choosing Each Rating: 
Occurring: MOST SOiCE- SELDOM UNCERTAIN M£AN RANK 

TIME 

1. clear and 113 97 10 2 3.45 4 
accurate il
lustrations 

2. illustrations 4l 123 50 6 2.88 19 
which help to 
motivate 
learning 

3. illustrations 54 120 44 4 3.01 14 
which serve as 
teaching aids 

4. Illustrations 4l 103 67 11 2.78 22 
which are 
planned so that 
they will not 
beccmie outdated 
quickly 

5. \mreallstic 11- 19 94 90 16 2.50 26 
lustrations in 
terms of the 
average student 

6. too many 8 38 l44 30 2.09 28 
pictures 

7. pictures of 15 96 95 15 2.49 27 
situations which 
are too perfect 
and beyond the 
reach of the 
students 

•See instrument. Appendix C, page 77. 

file:///mreallstic
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S6 
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3.31 

5* 

.rfii. 

X8 8.86 ao 

X8. aateriaX whieh 99 
can be adapted 
for use in 
urban areas 

95 22 6 3.a9 8 

X9. materiaX which 80 
4pfe as iReiOTii^v v^a^v «a^a 

ta the interest 
and needs of 
the ftq îXs 

XXX 

ao. aaterlaX which 69 
is adaptable 
ta a range of 
student abiXi-
ties 

85 

26 

58 

3.ao 

xo a.95 X7 
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aa* argaaliad 6a XOO 50 xo a.96 x6 
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aliiah la 

itsibXa to 
Lî ldaax 

taaciHir'''dlf* 
faraneas-. 1 f f u 
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as. oriaalaad 33 U 7 59 X3 a .76 a4 
material whieh 
la adai^tabXa 
ta IndlvlduaX 
fuplX differ-
aneas 

a4. aatariax 67 XOa 46 7 3«03 12 
organised In 
a unified and 
XagleaX way 

as. taehnleaX 76 83 55 7 3.02 13 
words whieh 
are defined 

•l<aMM.*MM*«a«.MMMM<M«l>WMHIaM««IMIIHWMM«MWMM«MMMmMMinw«V«MII«HHai.^^ 

a6. taehnleaX X36 6X X8 6 3.46 3 
words whieh 
are aaaurataXy 
used 
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TABLE 14 

NUMBER CHOOSING RATINGS*, MEAN, AND RANK OF IMPORTANCE OF 
CHARACTERISTICS FOUNB IN TEXTBOOKS 

Characteristics: Number cheesing each rating: 

mi.jm ^m.j5 ^^ ^^ 
1. clear and accurate 156 60 6 0 3.67 13 

illustrations 

2. 

3. 

illustrations which 
help to motivate 
learning 

Illustrations which 
serve as teaching 
aids 

X55 

142 

58 

72 

8 

8 

0 3.65 

0 3.60 

14 

17 

4. illustrations which 159 51 7 5 3.63 16 
are planned so that 
they will not beccoae 
outdated qvdckly 

5. unrealistic lllustra-109 61 33 15 3.15 26 
tlons in terms of the 
average student 

6, too many pictures 65 90 48 13 2.88 28 

7. pictures of sit\ia- 81 77 53 7 3.01 27 
tlons which are too 
perfect and beyond 
the reach of the 
students 

8. material which is 15O 54 13 3 3-56 20 
organized from less 
difficult to more 
difficult 

•See instrument. Appendix C, page 77. 
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<*l*'*.***l*<WMiMMd|KM«Mt|l«MMA^ • . • M l . 

mm0mtmmimmimmm'llll0lmmmm^^ i iwwumn—.iumi miii . i i i i iwn.fim iwnmi i i i i Mnmmi w mnwuxi mi* MI mmm/mimiimmm 

m. aatarlal idileh la X99 X9 4 0 3.89 
mimf to iimlbiMtaad 

ii»ii> . • 

XO* aaffajm^^pandla X30 7X X5 9 3*^ a4 
ai^taflaX 

i iW>ll>M||fW<>»»i«WWW>«*tl>^^ II i .»iii ,uiiwiiii i i i .IllMill 111IIurn iiimtmmmmmmmmmmmtmmtmmmmimmmm-

la . MlMMMia libieb 169 43 7 8 S.70 10 

arofraaal^i 
thMagh axx lairaXe 
of- liafiil.iig 

XS« lafawatlon whieh a07 X3 a 0 3*9a X 
la raXlahXa 

• i iM«i»w«ip«»i*«>i i« i«»i i»w. iwi i i f^^ 

X4. lafetMtlan whlah X90 a6 4 a 3.8a 5 
i s T9&mit and 11^ 
tô d̂ata 

.•<MMiM<pi»wiiw.<wwwiwiW!WWiW>ww*Mw^^ mimwiliii imwuiii " ' i m m m n i i i <i m i H I H »i • m mm m « 

X5. aatariax whieh X57 5X 12 2 3*64 X5 
stlMttXatas farther 
intarast and study 
In subiaet aad 
raXatad fields 

X6. aasantlaX tofies X78 38 5 X 3*77 8 
nmfBmff fwt the 
aaaFaim^(^^^w^e^^(e^we||j^ j ^ ^ ^^els^ ̂ ^^^» 

in this sehooX 
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TABSil X4-oontinued 
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17* aatanai wiiiah eaa xax 7a ao 6 3.36 as 
be sMÛ tad twt use 
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18« aatarlgX whldh can XSa 75 X4 X 3*5a ax 
ha adi^ad tmw use 
in urban arias 
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X9/ aatariax wiileh is X69 50 3 4 3.69 XX 

abiXitias 

ao. aatanaX which is X8x 38 X a 3*79 7 

iatarest and needs 
af the pupils 

4M«IMIMM«MilWWMWHaillMMI^^ 

ax. aatatlaX idileh X43 69 6 3 3*58 X8 

fratldas for rein« areeaent of Xeamad 
knowXedge 

iHBir t i i . n i m i i . i n » IK iimiw • imli II » I m i m ii i i i » — — ^ W J O ii • • i i n i • m . m i 

aa. organised materiaX X25 77 X7 3 3*46 23 
which is adsustabXa 
to indlvldaaX 
taaehar differences 

as* organised aateriaX X38 75 6 3 3*57 19 
whieh is adaptable 
to individual pupil 
differences 
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TABLE 15 

COMBINED MEAN AND RANK OF 
CHARACTERISTICS BY OCCURRENCE 

AND IMPORTANCE 

Characteristics: Occurrence Importance 
MEAN RANK MEAN RANK 

1. dear and accurate 3.45 4 3.67 13 
illustrations 

2. illustrations which 2.88 19 3.65 l4 
help to motivate 
learning 

3. Illustrations which 3.01 l4 3.60 17 
serve as teaching 
aids 

4. illustrations which 2.78 22 3.63 16 
are planned so that 
they will not become 
outdated quickly 

5. unrealistic illustra- 2.50 26 3.15 26 
tlons In terms of the 
average student 

6. too many pictures 2.09 28 2.88 28 

7. pictures of situations 2.49 27 3.01 27 
which are too perfect 
and beyond the reach 
of the students 

8. material which is 2.82 21 3-56 20 
organised from less 
difficult to more 
difficult 
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Characteristics t Occurrence Importajice 
MEAN RANK MEAN RANK 

9. useful suggested 2.94 18 3.51 22 
activities at end 
of chapter 

•timmt 

10. useful appendix 
material 3.14 11 3.45 24 

11. material which is 3.60 2 3,89 
easy to understand 

12. material which pro- 2.72 25 3.70 10 
vides for progression 
through all levels of 
learning 

13. 

14. 

information which 
Is reliable 

information which is 
recent and up-to-date 

3.69 

3.18 

1 

10 

3.92 

3.82 

1 

5 

15. material which stimu- 2.77 23 3.64 15 
lates further interest 
and study in subject 
and related fields 

16. essential topics 3.31 7 3-77 8 
necessary for the 
homwnaking program 
for this school 

17. material which can be 2.86 20 3.36 25 
adapted for use in 
rural areas 
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a.95 X7 
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3.69 u 

•,t- t .yfj 

ao* aatariax which is 
adif table ta the 
interest and needs 
of the puyiXs 

S.ao 
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ax* aateriaX whieh pro« 
videe for reinforce-
aartt of Xeamad 
]cnoid.adia 

3«00 

mi»0m>M»mm>rmmm>»'t>»>»>i>>'mim mmmmmmtK 

2t* organised aateriaX 
which is adaptabXa 
to indliridual teacher 
dlffarahces 

a.96 

23. organited materiaX 
whieh is adaptable 
to individual pupil 
differences 

2.76 

X5 

X6 

24 

24. aateriaX organised in 3*03 12 
a unified and logical 
tray 

25. taehnleaX words idilch 3*02 X3 
are defined 

3-79 

3.58 

3.46 

3.57 

3.68 

3.80 

X8 

23 

X9 

12 
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TABLE 15-Contlnued 

Characteristics: Occurrence Imortance_ 
moor—YmK u m ICEHK 

26. technical words irtilch 3.46 3 3.76 
are accurately used 

27. a vocabulary which 3.36 6 3.84 
is suitable for the 
subject and level 

28. directions idilch are 3'41 5 3.83 
clear and easy to 
follow in cases where 
directions are given 

but also as not being as Important as other features in text

books. Characteristic four, dealing with illustrations planned 

so they will not become outdated quickly, received a rank of 

22 on occurrence and a rsjik of I6 on importance. This indi

cates that more work could be done to Improve illustrations 

in textbooks. This characteristic was found to be signifi

cant at the .01 level with the slse of school in which re

spondents were teaching (Table 12). 

Characteristics eight, nine, and ten deal with organ

ization of material, useful suggestions at end of chapters, and 

useful appendix material. Although the ranks on occurrence 

and importance are not the same, they are very close except 

on number ten. The characteristic, useful appendix material, 

received an occurrence rank of 11 and an Importance rank of 
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24, which indicates that this feature is found in textbooks 

but is not very Important in effective textbooks. 

Characteristics eleven through sixteen are closely 

related. Characteristic thirteen. Information which is re

liable, received the rank of 1 on occurrence and 1 on impor

tance. This indicates that it occurs the most and is also 

the most Isqportant characteristic in this list. Character

istic eleven, material which is easy to understand, received 

the rank of 2 on occurrence and 2 on is^ortance. Character

istic twelve, material which provides for progression through 

all levels of learning, received the rank of 25 on occurrence 

and 10 on Impoirtance. This indicates that the respondents feel 

that this is an Isqportant characteristic and improvement is 

needed. The same is true for characteristic fifteen, material 

which stimulates further interest, which received a rank of 23 

on occurrence and 15 on importance. Characteristic twelve 

reached the .01 level of significance with the size of school 

in which the respondents taught (Table 12). 

Characteristics seventeen and eighteen deal with ma

terial which is adaptable to rural areas or urban areas. Char

acteristic seventeen received a rank of 20 on occurrence and 25 

on Importance. Characteristic eighteen received a rank of 8 on 

occurrence and 21 on importance. This indicates that this trait 

is foiind in textbooks but is really not very important in effec

tive textbooks. Characteristic seventeen was found to be sig

nificant at the .01 level with the size of school in which the 
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respondents taught (Table 12). 

Characteristics nineteen through twenty-three, which 

deal with the adaptability of material, organization of ma

terial and use of technical words are not ranked the same but 

are very close on both occurrence and importance. Character

istic twenty-four, material organized in a unified and logical 

way, received a rank of 12 on occurrence and a rank of 12 on 

isqportance. Characteristics twenty-five and twenty-six, tech

nical words which are defined and technical words which are 

accurately used, were found to be significant at the .01 

level with the size of school in which the respondents taught 

(Table 10). Characteristics twenty-seven, vocabulary irtiich 

is suitable for the subject and level, and twenty-eight, 

directions which are clear and easy to follow, are ranked 

very close on both occurrence and importance. 

Appendixes D and E give a rank order listing of these 

characteristics. Appendix D is a listing by rank of the oc

currence of these characteristics in textbooks. Appendix E 

is a listing by rank of the importance of these character

istics in effective textbooks. 

Table l6, page 6l, shows mean and rank order of the 

subject matter areas in which textbooks provide most adequate 

help. Teachers indicated that textbooks in food and nutrition 

and textbooks in clothing and textiles provided the most ade

quate help in planning and carrying out their programs. One 

reason for this could be that most teachers feel more confident 
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in teaching food and nutrition and clothing and textiles. 

Textbooks for family relations were ranked third and for 

child development fourth. Family relations and child devel

opment were added to the curriculum later but they are be

coming more and more important. Textbooks for the subject 

matter area of housing were ranked fifth. Housing is used 

to T%f%r to all areas of home Isq̂ rovement which are taught 

In homemaklng classes. Home management and health textbooks 

were ranked sixth and seventh, respectively. The respondents 

felt that textbooks in these two areas provided the least 

amount of help In planning and carrying out their programs. 

TABLE 16 

MEAN AND RANK ORDER OF SUBJECT MATTER AREAS IN WHICH TEXTBOOKS 
PROVIDE MOST HELP 

I ' l ' i f f " ' ! ii'i 1. : ' 'I'i'i'" I I'li 1' ii I I ' I I ' I = = 

Subject Matter Area Mean Rank 
'm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmm i i il i n ' - • i n i l i i ii n • i » . . » » i i — — ^ — ^ n i ii 

Food and Nutrition 

Clothing and Textiles 

Family Relations 

Child Development 

Housing 

Home Management 

Health 

4.8 

4.5 

4.1 

3.9 

3.5 

3.0 

2.8 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Table 17, page 62, shows mean €Uid rank order of the 

subject matter areas in which textbooks need improvement. 
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Textbooks covering hcmie management and health are ranked as 

the ones irtilch need most to be expanded and improved. These 

two areas were added to the curriculum later and textbooks 

have not developed over as long a period of time as food and 

nutrition and clothing and textiles textbooks. Housing, fam

ily relations, and child development textbooks were ranked 

third, fourth, and fifth, respectively. These areas are be-

c<aning more Important in the curriculum and many teachers 

feel less confident in teaching them. Clothing and textiles 

and food and nutrition are ranked sixth and seventh. The re

spondents felt that these two areas needed the least improve

ment. Textbooks have been available for these areas longer 

and a great deal of improvement has been made in them in the 

last few years. 

TABLE 17 

MEAN AND RANK ORDER OF SUBJECT MATTER AREAS IN WHICH TEXTBOOKS 
NEED IMPROVEMENT 

Subject Matter Area Mean Rank 

Home Management 

Health 

Housing 

Family Relations 

Child Development 

Clothing and Textiles 

Food and Nutrition 

5.1 

4.8 

4.6 

4.2 

4.3 

2.7 
2.2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 
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Part VI of the Instrument asked for specific informa

tion or opinions about the textbook situation. Table l8 gives 

the questions asked and the percentage of the respondents 

choosing each answer. 

TABLE 18 

SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT TEXTBOOKS 
•BW«<MaMaM^M*.aiiMi<HaMnaM>MM«M«aa«nwMMMMiMHnMMMM«aiBW«ia«aalB^^ 
aiaBMMM.>aMiM>n««aMMMn«n«MiaMaM«MM>MMaa>M«M«>iMIMMaMnw«^ 

1. Do you prefer a textbook which covers one specific sub
ject matter area or one which Includes several areas? 

479^SFECIFIC AREA-Comments-speclflc subject matter areas 
for HM II, III, & IV| depends on area and level; 
general textbooks are too general. 

49^SEVERAL AREAS-Comments-especially for HM I| cuts 
down on number of books needed in relation to 
allotment. 

4S<-N0T SURE 

2. Would you like to have one general textbook for each 
grade or level of homemaklng? 

605l^yES-Comments-act as guideline for all teachers) 
teaching more uniform, avoid confusion when students 
transfer. 

275^-NO-Comment-information too generalized. 

13?^H0T SURE 

3. Do you make regular assignments in textbooks? 

27?^YES 

135̂ NO 

59$̂ DEPSMD8 ON AREA STUDIED 

4. Do you check-out textbooks to your students for a 

semester? 

33J^YES 

37^NO 
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TABLE 18-Continued 

30^DSPEMD8 ON AREA STUDIED 

5. Do you prefer a textbook irtilch i s broad in scope or one 
which goes more into depth? 

a8)^BiUBADTH-Comments-for HM I ; time in high school does 
not allow for depth. 

54^DEPTH-Comments-for HM I I , I I I & IV; help destroy 
image of a l i t t l e cooking and a l i t t l e sewing. 

175^NOT SURE 

6. Do you feel that textbooks are getting too large? 

la^YES-Comment-we need to cover a few things well. 

79^110-Comment-many students read material even though 
it Isn^t covered in class. 

9^M0T SURE 

7. Do you prefer a textbook in which the materi«a is 
suitable for several levels of homemaklng or 
for only one level? 

255^SEVERAL LEVELS 

65^0NE LEVEL 

lO^NOT SURE 

8. Do you f e e l the textbooks contain too much material 
idiich i s not necessary? 

235^yES-Comments-construction features irtiich are given 
on patterns and guide sheets; recipes in foods books; 
career material which i s handled by a counselor. 

555^NO-Comment-someone w i l l learn from a l l the material. 

225^NOT SURE 
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TABLE l8-Contlnued 

9. Do you have copies of all the textbooks for homemaklng 
which have been approved by Texas? 

40^TES 

40)^H0 

20^H0T SURE 

10. Do you use one or several textbooks for one subject 

matter area at the different levels of hcmiemaklng? 

85t-ONS TEXTBOOK 

495^ SEVERAL TEXTBOOKS 

43^DEPENDS ON AREA STUDIED 
11. Do you feel there is a need for a change in the 

procedures for obtaining home economics text
books in Texas? 

555^YES 

325^NOT SURE 

Comments given in Table l8 were those which were 

made by many of the respondents. Appendix F gives some 

of the general comments which were made about the text

books. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the study 

and to present conclusions drawn from an analysis of the data. 

Recommendations for using textbooks; for improving textbooks; 

and for further research are given. 

Summary of the Study 

The purposes of this study were as follows: (1) to 

deterndne the characteristics which home economics teachers 

feel are Important in effective textbooks, (2) to determine 

the subject matter areas which are most adequately covered 

in textbooks, (3) to determine the subject matter areas which 

the teachers felt needed most to be expanded and improved 

and (4) to secure suggestions for Improvements in textbooks 

in the future. 

An evaluation Instrument designed to collect informa

tion about the respondent (her academic background, her teach

ing experience, and the size of school in ̂ Ich she taught) 

was mailed to 500 home economics teachers throughout the State 

of Texas. The instrument contained a multiple checklist which 

called for an evaluation of the textbooks by the respondents. 

Although 233 instruments were returned, results of the study 

were based on 222 observations. 

A total of 66 variables were correlated on the 7040-

l401 IBM computer. Frequencies and percentages were also 

66 
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calculated on the 7040-l401 IBM computer. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions were drawn from this study: 

1. Slightly over one-fourth of the respondents taught in 

Class AAAA schools. 

2. ^proximately two-thirds of the respondents had coaqpleted 

some graduate work. ; 

3. Approximately one-fourth of the respondents had 21 years 

and over of teaching experience. 

4. Approximately ninety percent of the respondents taught 

all subject matter areas in homemaklng classes. 

5. The number of years of teaching experience does not 

appear to affect the teachers* evaluation of character

istics occurring in the textbooks. 

6. The else of school in which a teacher is teaching does 

not appear to affect the teachers* evaluation of char

acteristics occurring in the textbooks. 

7. The number of years of teaching experience does not 

appear to affect the teachers* opinion of the importance 

of characteristics in effective textbooks. 

8. The size of school in which a teacher is teaching does 

not appear to affect the teachers* opinion of the 

importance of characteristics in effective textbooks. 

9. The respondents indicated that textbooks in the subject 

matter areas of food and nutrition and clothing snd 
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textiles provided the most adequate help in planning 

and carrying out their programs. 

10. The respondents indicated that textbooks in the subject 

matter arecis of home management and health needed most 

to be expanded and improved. 

11, Respondents Indicated that the characteristic, informa

tion which is reliable, occurred the most in textbooks 

and is the most important characteristic in effective 

textbooks. 

Recommendations 

The following recommendations are offered for Im

proving textbooks: 

1. Use illustrations which do not become out-dated quickly 

2. Provide material In the textbooks which progresses 
through all levels of learning. 

3. Provide textbook material in all subject matter areas 
which would be realistic to the low income group. 

4. Provide material which will stim\ilate further Interest 
and study in the subject and related fields. 

5. Eliminate non-basic construction items such as fashion 
items which are soon outmoded. 

6. Frequently recipes in food and nutrition textbooks 
take yxp too much of the book and are unnecessary 
unless they illustrate some principle of cookery 
or nutrition. Most teachers have a library of 
good cookbooks. 

7. Incorporate management of time, energy, and money in 
all subject matter areas. 

8. Plan textbooks around important concepts and general
izations for the subject matter area concerned. 
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The following recommendations are offered to teachers 

using the textbooks: 

1. Present textbook material in an interesting way. 

2. Help students realize that all the material in a 
textbook cannot be covered and learned in one 
year. If this is done, students are less likely 
to say that they had "that old stuff" last year. 

3. Plan for each student to take home at least one 
home economics textbook sometime during the school 
year. This will give parents a better opportunity 
to see what is being taught in homemaJcing classes. 

The following reccMnmendations are offered for 

further research: 

1. Conduct a stiidy similar to the writer*s study, but 
design the evaluation instrument to analyze only one 
subject matter area. 

2. Conduct a study of existing home econosilcs reference 
books to determine the content and vocabulary which 
would be suitable for students from limited back
grounds . 

3. Investigate home economics reference books from the 
standpoint of helping students to gain an understand
ing of the relationship of the sciences such as 
chemistry, physics, and sociology to food, nutrition, 
textiles, equipment, etc. 

4. Conduct an action research study using specially 
designed books, or books with special character
istics to attempt to learn how these character
istics affect student learning. 
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APPENDIX B: Cover Letter to Instrument 

September 1, 1966 

The enclosed questionnaire, concerned with Home Economics 
teacher's feelings of the home economics books they are 
using, is part of a state-wide survey which is being con
ducted as part of my Master's degree requirements in the 
Department of Home Economics Education at Texas Technolog
ical College. The main purposes of this study are to de
termine your feelings toward the textbooks you are using 
and to get your ideas about the things you would like to 
see In textbooks in the future. 

I am particularly interested in obtaining your response 
because of your experience in using these textbooks. It 
should not take you more than thirty minutes to complete 
the questionnaire. All information will be considered 
confidential and the results will be revealed only in 
group statistics. 

It will be greatly appreciated if you will complete the 
questionnaire prior to October 1st. and return it in the 
enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelop. I will be glad 
to send you a summary of the questionnaire results if you 
desire. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely yours. 

Frederics Ellis Seaman 
Graduate Student 

L. Ann Buntin, Head 
Department of Home 
Economics Education 

FES:cs 
End. 
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APPENDIX C: EVALUATION INSTRUMENT 
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE HOME ECON(»C[CS 

TEXTBOOKS IN USE? 

Texas Technological College 
Department of Home Economics Education 

L. Ann Buntin, Head 
Frederlca Ellis Seam«ui, Graduate Student 

PURPOSE: This questionnaire is part of an advanced degree 
study carried on in cooperation with the Texas 
Tech Home Economics Education Department, As 
a part of this study I am attempting to find out 
your feelings about the textbooks you are using 
and to get your ideas about the things you would 
like to see in textbooks In the future. 

DIRECTIONS: Indicate the appropriate answer with a check (̂ ) 
or fill in the blank with the appropriate answer. 
Your answers will be kept in strict confidence 
and will be used in the study only as summarised 
results. It is important to the accuracy of the 
research study in which you are participating to 
respond to every item. Return the completed 
form in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. 

PART It PERSONAL INFORMATION 

(Circle One) 
Miss 
Mrs. 

Last First Middle 

Home Address 
Street Town State 

School Address 

1. Age Group 
( ) Under 22 years 

22-30 years 
^1-40 years 
41-50 years — ^- years 
51-64 years 
over 65 years 
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PART II: EDUCATION AND TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

2. Highest level of education. 
Bachelor's degree 
Some graduate work, but not masters 
Master's degree 
Some work over masters, but not doctors 
Doctor's degree 

3. Teaching experience to the nearest year. 
"1-2 years 
3-4 years 
5-9 years 
10-14 years 
15-20 years 
21 years ajid over 

4. Grade level or levels which you are now teaching. 
' ' Jr. H i ^ grades 7-8 

Jr. High grades 7-9 
High School grades 10-12 
High School grades 9-12 
Both High School and Jr. High 
Adult Classes 

5. Area or areas which you are now teaching. 
General-All areas 
Clothing and Textiles 
Food and Nutrition 
Family Relations—Child Development 
Health, Home care of the sick. Home safety 
Home Management 
Housing 
Others, (specify) 

PART III: SCHOOL INFORMATION 

6. Size of school in which you are teaching 
B-114 or less students 
A-115-214 students 
AA-215-414 students 
AAA-415-974 students 
AAAA-975- + students 
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T. 

8. 

fapaXa^lm i^ taaa la wlileh oehaaX is Xoeatad* 
Itaaai aadaearfaratad 
ZaaaffafatMi aaiar x»OM 

ttSM ta i.OOO 
SJOOO to lOtOOO 
|.|,9(I0 ta SO^OOi 
5M«J*rj»,O0O 
awar 89a#M9 

luabar of teachers m hnaaaaklng department aov< 
^ X teaehar 

!

*3 teachers 

total 
# 

taaehare 
oyer 9 teadnars 

hoswaaklng eXassas. 

X0« 

ar of students in your 
%*M etudants 
ax^SO stad«its 
{i*aO students X-90 stud^^ts 
over 50 students 

Hiaidiar of stadant a anroXXed in totaX heaeaaking department. 
20«*40 students 

JX-60 students X<**80 students 
8X^X00 stadents 
orer XOO students 

FAHT ITt CBAHAOTXRISTZCS Of TKXTBOOXS AHD THStR IMPORTANCE 

vinim%fliw« This section is designed to help you eiqpress 
your feeXings on two things: 

(X) The extent to which the textbooks you are 
using have the foXXowing characteristics 
and 

(2) The iaportance you feeX these character
istics have in relation to effective 
textbooks. 

0ZRICTIOHSS !3̂ e foXXovlag characteristics refer in a 
general way to the home economics textbooks. 
On the Xaft pXeasa indicate the extent to which 
ycm faaX thaea characteristics are found in the 
textbooks you are using and on the right indi-
eate tha degree of lapartance you feel these 
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ahataatanstlaf teva la affaetlTa taxtba^ca, 
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HOW OFTDI 
3 

M R 
2 

« IT 
1 

OCCUR? HOW XMPOirTAHT IS IT? 
DO THE TEXTBOOKS CONTAIHt 4 3 2 X 

XX. clear and accurate 
ilXustratlons? 

12. illustrations which 
help to motivate 
learning? 

13* illustrations which 
serve as teaching 
aids? 

l4. Illustrate which 
are planned so that 
they will not become 
outdated quickly? 

15. tmreallstic illustra
tions in terms of the 
average student? 

l6. too many pictures? 

17. pict\ires of situa
tions which are too 
perfect and beyond 
the reach of the 
students? 

l8. material which is 
organized from less 
difficult to more 
difficult? 

19. useful suggested 
activities at end 
of chapters? 

20. useful appendix 
naterlal? 

( 

1 
i 
1 

1 

1 

1 1 
1 

1 

1 

I 

1 

i 
1 
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HOW OFTEN DOES IT OCCUR? HOW IMPORTANT IS IT? 
4 3 2 1 DO THE TEXTBOOKS CONTAIN: 4 3 2 1 

i 
I 

i 
i 
1 

1 

i 

! 

i 

1 ' , ' 

r ' ' ' 

1 
21, material idiich is 

easy to understand? 

22. material which pro
vides for progression 
through all levels of 
learning? 

23. information which 
Is reliable? 

24. information which is 
recent and up-to-date? 

25. material which stim
ulates further interest, 
and study in subject 
and related fields? 

26. essential topics neces
sary for the homemaklng 
program in this school? 

27. material urtilch can be 
adapted for use in 
rural areas? 

28. material which can be 
adapted for use in 
urban areas? 

29. material which is 
adaptable to a range 
of student abilities? 

30. material which is 
adaptable to the in
terest and needs of 
the pupils? 

I 

! 

1 

! 

1 

: 1 1 

: 1 
j 
1 

1 
1 

I 

1 
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HOW OFTEN DOES IT OCCUR? HOW IMPORTANT IS IT? 
^ 3 2 1 DO THE TEXTBOOKS CONTAIN: 4 3 2 1 

• — 

31. material which 
provides for reln-
forcoaent of learned 
knowledge? 

32. organized material 
which is adaptable 
to individual teacher 
differences? 

33. organized material 
which is adaptable 
to individual pupil 
differences? 

34. material organized in 
a unified and logical 
way? 

1 

35. technical words which 
are defined? 

36. technical words which 
are accurately used? 

37. a vocabulary which is 
suitable for the 
subject and level? 

38. directions which are 
clear and easy to 
follow in cases where 
directions are given? 
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PART V: EVALUATION OF TEXTBOOKS 

PURPOSE: 

DIRECTIONS: 

To determine the subject matter areas in which 
you use textbooks the most and the areas which 
you feel have been developed most adequately. 

In the following items, rank the subject matter 
areas using the rating scales below according 
to the degree of use you make of the textbooks 
and according to the degree of Improvement you 
feel is needed in the textbooks. 

RATING SCALES FOR ITEMS 39 AND 40 

Item Ho. 39 
1 - least adequate help 
2 

I 
I 
7 - most adequate help 

Item No. 40 
1 - most Improvement needed 
2 

I 
7 - least improvement 

needed 

39. Rank the following areas according to the areas of sub
ject matter in which the textbooks provide most adequate 
help in planning and carrying out your program. Use 
eacn ranking number only once. 

Ĉhlld Development 

Clothing and Textiles 

Family Relations 

Food and Nutrition 

Health, hcaae care of the sick, home safety 

Hcsae management 

Housing 

40. Rank the following areas according to the areas of sub
ject matter in which you feel textbooks need most to be 
expanded and Improved. Use each ranking number only 
once. 
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Child Development 

_Clothlng and Textiles 

Family Relations 

/ood and Nutrition 

^Health, home care of the sick, home safety 

Eome Management 

Housing 

PART VI: SPECIFICS ABOUT TEXTBOOKS 

PURPOSE: To secure specific Information about the text
book situations. 

DIRECTIONS: Indicate with a check ly) your answer to the 
following questions ana make comments wherever 
you wish. 

41. Do you prefer a textbook if̂ ich covers one specific sub
ject matter area or one which includes several areas? 

Specific area 
Several areas 
Hot sure 

rOmment s 

42. Would you like to have one general textbook for each 
grade or level of homemaklng? 

Yes 
No 
Not sure 

loaaents 

43. Do you make regular assignments in the textbooks? 
Yes 
No 
Depends on area studying 

loiment s 

44. Do you check-out textbooks to your students for a semester? 
Yes 
No 
Depends on area studying 

lomments 
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45. Do you prefer a textbook irtiich is broad in scope or 
one which goes more into depth? 

' ^ Breadth 
Depth 
Not sure 

ll<»uments 

46. Do you feel that the textbooks are getting too large? 
' ^ Yes 

No 
Not sure 

Homments 

47. Do you prefer a textbook in irtilch the material is suit-
able for several levels of hcaiemaking or for only one 
level? 

Several levels 
One level 
Not sure 

Comment s 

48. Do you feel the textbooks contain too much material 
which is not necessary? If you answer yes, please 
give examples, 

) Yes 
) No 
) Not sure 

Comments 

Examples 

49. Do you have copies of all the textbooks for homemaklng 
i^ich have been approved by Texas? 

Yes 
No 
Not sure 

fomment s 

50. Do you use one or several textbooks for one subject 
matter area at the different levels of homemaklng? 

) One textbook 
1 Several textbooks 
) Depends on area studying 

^omaents 

51. Do you feel there is a need for a change in the procedures 
for obtaining home economics textbooks in Texas? 

Yes 
No 
Not sure 

Jomments 
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APPENDIX D: RANK ORDER LISTING OF CHARACTERISTICS OCCURRING 
IN TEXTBOOKS 

Hank Characteristics Meaui 

1. Information which is reliable 3.69 

2. Material which is easy to understand 3.60 

3. Technical words which are accurately used . . . 3.46 

4. Clear and accurate illustrations 3.45 

5. Directions which are clear and easy to 
follow in cases where directions are 
given 3.4l 

6. A vocabulary which Is suitable for the 
subject and level 3*36 

7. Essential topics necessary for the home-
making program in this school 3.31 

8. Material which can be adapted for use in 
urban areas 3.29 

9. Material which is adaptable to the Interest 

and needs of the pupils 3.20 

10. Information which is recent and up-to-date . . 3.I8 

11. Useful appendix material 3.l4 

12. Material organized in a unified and 
logical way 3.03 

13. Technical words which are defined 3.02 

14. Illustrations which serve as teaching aids . . 3.01 

15. Material which provides for reinforcement 
of learned knowledge 3.00 

16. Organized material which is adaptable to 
Individual teacher differences 2.96 
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i e . HMaailA ahlah aaa lia aiiVtad far use 
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t i , llatwlai Kideh i s orgai^ad ^ r less 
ilfflealt ta aara ilfflealt • . . • • . . 2.w 

m, XlXi^lmtiaaa iWeh are f3aaa«d so that 
miir mix aait laeasMi aatdatad ta© 

Slid st««r In wAjMt wA r«U««d fl«X« . . 2.77 

iatiiritea iw»U «lfftMnc«» . . . . . . . 2.76 

2§. liitanaX ida<^ mravidas far yragraesloa 
thrautfi aXX XavaXs af Xaamlng 2.72 

• » » ••< • 

26. OhraaXlatle lUaatratiwis in tarns of the 
average student • • ^-^ 

27. nctaraa af aituatlMS i^ich are too 
f arfact and b̂ qroaA the reach of the 
atadanta . . . * ^ '^ 

28. Too many pictures ^•^ 
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a. laaaatlaX toflee aaoaasary f^r tha home-
sMildUic pNWMi la this school 3.77 

' , , . , • • « . • , . » , - , , 

9. faehaleaX words which are aeeurataly 
aaad * . » • • . . 3.7a 

X0» IfintarlaX irtâ leh pwrnX^mu for frograselon 
thraagh aXX lareXs of learning 3.70 

IX. MatarlaX ahieh is adaptabXe to a range of 
student abiXities 3.^9 

X2« MatarlaX organiaad in a unified and 
Xagleal way ^-^ 

13. Clear and accurate iXXustrations 3-67 

14, IXXustrations which help to motivate 
learning 3.05 

la. MatarlaX which stiauXates further 
interest and study in subject and 
related field 3.o4 
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Stf« XlXaatratlaaa whldb are yXiimad so that 
ther will aat ¥aeesM aatdatad iialekXy • • • S.oS 

17* XXlaalfatleas w h l ^ aanra aa taaehlag : 
^ alia * * . • » « • . « • • • . • . . * * S«M 

# » * » Xfi. nataarlaxs a h l ^ yifwlda far ralaforea-
^ aaat af Xaaraad knawXadge # 3.9o 
X9« Orpinlaad aateriaX iM.eh le adaptabXa 

, ta ihdiliridaaX yifUi ^^^•^•^^^ • 5̂ 57 

to, Katariax whieh la orgealaad froa lass 
diffleaXt ta aora dlffieaXt • • . . . . . 3.5^ 

iftX* MatarlaXe which ean be adapted far use J^ 
la af%aa areas • • • • . • 3*5a 

n. '^••mma. aaggeated activities at end 
af ehifters • , • . . • • • . . . . . • . 3.5i 

23. trgsaiaad aateriaX which is adaptable to 

ittdlYldttaX teacher differences • . . • • 3.4o 

24* toefuX appaadlx aateriaX • . * . • . . . . . 3.*5 

25. MatarlaX imieh can be adapted for use 
in rural areas • • . . 3*3o 

26. IJnreaXistic IXXustrations in terms of 
the average student • •̂•»-5 

27. fiotures of situations which are too 
ftt%Q% and beyond the reach of the 
students 3.01 

28. Toa many pictures 2.88 



AFRHDXX ft SnSCTKD C0MMEHT8 AHD SUGQESTIOHS FOR IMPRO?-
XXG HOME XCOKOMXCSS TEXTBOOKS 

X. One of the main complaints of students is old or out-
of-date pietures. tfse stick figures and cartoons to 
prevent illustrations from getting out*dated. 

2. Much of the material is unrealistic for the low Income 
groim. This is espaelalXy true in housing and faaily 
ralaH<ai8. 

3. Why not have a teachers» editicm to go along with the 
textbook? 

4. A textbook for each stud«t would help stimulate learn
ing. 

5. Mot enough time is allowed when seleeting new textbooks. 
Sometimes book seams good, but does not prove so when 
put into use. 

6. Stagger selection of books in different subject matter 
arSs so new books could be available at different times. 

7. Siiû e there are so many subject matter areas, more text
books are needed. 

8. Xncorporate management into aU areas as writing and 
speXXlng are incoarporated in English. 

9. Adopt textbooks more often because modem techniques 
are rapidly changing. 

10 If textbooks can be cheeked-out and taken home, parents 
have S^portunity to see what is offered in homemaklng 
classes. 

U . She textbooks are best by far, but still have a few «eak 

points. 
12 If a textbook is used for more than one level, students 
' feel that it Is "old stuff." 

in Thev divide levels of Algebra, Bngllsh, etc. Why put 
^^' ^l^the foods, clothing, etc. in one book? 

1ft ttader the present procedure, we have so ««^^?>J%" 
is confusing to the average teacher and e « ^ ^ i y *^^ „^ 
ih- «*«d«nta Why couldn't we have one book for each of 
^Jel lewll'andthe boS^s cover the major areas of study 
^tS .ultoble%th for that level? Other books could 
be used for references. 
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